
YARN BOMBING: An Introduction 

 

Yarn Bombing started as a clandestine movement where anonymous knitters would transform an area, 
feature or object  by covering or decorating it in knitted fabric. The most famous of these groups was ‘The 
Knitting Nannas’.  Aligned to Street Art, there was a political edge to the action, highlighting issues and 
raising awareness of neglected spaces. Now the practice has become more mainstream, with woolly 
decorations used to celebrate special events such as the ‘Tour de France’ in Yorkshire where bikes 
covered in yellow knitting were displayed along the route and to commemorate significant occasions such 
as Remembrance by knitting poppies. 

There is something special about transforming a space using handcrafted materials, it is a labour of love, 
creating a body of artefacts to make an impact in a place, working together to realise a project. It promotes 
community and co-operation and can involve people of all ages.  

The Yarn Bombed site invites people to look at a space or object in a different way and is fun for both 
creators and those who come across it. 



You may choose to yarn bomb somewhere or thing that is very central, and up front in your community or 
may decide to go for somewhere off the beaten track and lay a trail of ‘tags’ to lead people to it. Whatever 
you do make sure you are not obstructing signage, damaging the object and can easily remove it when the 
event is over. Yarn Bombing is most effective when you really go for it – multiples of bunting shapes lining 
some railings; a hundred pom pom’s hanging from a tree; completely covering a park bench in crochet and 
granny square fabric; topping a line of bollards with knitted flowers. 

When choosing your site or object make sure that it is firstly, inspirational – giving you ideas of what you 
can do to decorate it and secondly that it is accessible so that you can rig safely. Always yarn bomb in a 
group so you can support each other and keep safe. Traditionally the yarn bombing has just ‘appeared’ with 
riggers working at night to add to the secrecy, which can be fun! 

For more great tips and basic tutorials go to: 

Woven Big Knit  website:  www://woveninkirklees.co.uk/events/the-big-knit/  

Wild About Wool website https://www.thefemininetouchdesigns.co.uk/wild-about-wool.html  and on 
Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/aboutWool/ 

Stylecraft Special DK yarn (100% acrylic) used in Wind about Wool yarn bombing kits: 

https://www.theknittingnetwork.co.uk/stylecraft-special-dk  

Basic knitting How to Guide: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsrAA4djRlA  

Basic Crochet How to Guide: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npIsh-o9AM0  

Handy Hints for Yarn Bombing: 

http://www.emmaleith.co.uk/tutorials-power/2016/4/19/ten-tips-for-a-sucessfull-yarnbomb 

 

WILD ABOUT WOOL:  Wild about Wool celebrate and profiles WOOL CRAFTS through regular sharing 
sessions; workshops and pop-up yarn events. It is based at The Watershed in Slaithwaite. This kit has 
been designed and created by Gill Bond, Sandra Nesbitt and Gail Smith. 

For more information go to our web page on: 
https://www.thefemininetouchdesigns.co.uk/wild-about-wool.html  or facebook:@aboutwool . 

The pack has been commissioned by WOVEN a week- long celebration of Textiles in Kirklees from June 
8th-16th 2019 for the BIG KNIT 
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